Introduction.
In the study of uniform approximation to a function of a complex variable by polynomials or by bounded analytic functions, Lipschitz conditions have proved extremely useful in relating degree of approximation to continuity properties of the functions approximated.
Parts of this theory are analogous to the older study (S. Bernstein, D. Jackson, de la Vallee Poussin, Montel) of approximation to real periodic functions by trigonometric sums, where Lipschitz conditions have also proved useful. Hardy and Littlewood [2, p. 633 ] (2) first pointed out that trigonometric approximation in the mean is likewise closely related to integrated Lipschitz conditions; proofs of the theorems stated by Hardy and Littlewood were first published by Quade [l] . The object of the present note is to indicate rapidly and with a minimum of detail, that degree of approximation in the mean by polynomials in the complex variable and by bounded analytic functions is also conveniently investigated by use of integrated Lipschitz conditions. The investigation leads naturally to the use also of classes of analytic functions satisfying integrated Zygmund and integral asymptotic conditions. We shall approximate functions on an analytic Jordan curve or set of curves in the z-plane. Throughout the paper 7 denotes the unit circle, C a single analytic Jordan curve or a finite number X of mutually exterior analytic Jordan curves Cy, j=l, 2, • • -, X; if X = l, Ci = C. A function z = Xi(w), w = reie, maps the closed interior of y: \w\ =1 onto the closed interior of Cy one-to-one and conformally; w = fl,(z) denotes the function inverse to z = Xy(-0; Cy denotes the interior of Cy together with Cy. Similarly, w = cp(z) maps the exterior of C conformally (not necessarily one-to-one) onto | w\ > 1 so that 00 =<rj(oo); CR: \<p(z)\ =R(>1)
is the image in the exterior of C ol \w\ =R under this mapping. In this paper, the letter s will denote arc-length measured on C, the letter p a number not less than unity, the letter k a non-negative integer unless otherwise indicated, the letters M and L with or without subscript constants independent of re, z and w. A function f(z) belongs to the class Hp on y if it is analytic interior to y and if Mp[f(rew)}={fln\f(reiB)Yd6}1'r> is bounded for 0<r<l.
A function f(z) [August belongs to the class Hp on C if f[xj(w)], j = 1, 2, • • ■ , X, belongs to the class Hp on y. Smirnoff [l, p. 341 ] (see also Rudin [l, ) has shown that the class HP on y is invariant under a one-to-one conformal mapping of the interior of y onto itself. If f(z) belongs to Hp on y [or C] boundary values of f(z) for approach "in angle" exist almost everywhere on y [or C] and f(z)
is of class Lp there.
We shall approximate functions whose ftth derivatives belong to the class Hp on C; these derivatives are also to have certain integral moduli of continuity cop(5) or generalized integral moduli of continuity co*(5) on C. If f{k)(z) is a function of class Hp on C, and fw(z) = Fj(s), where 5 denotes arclength measured on Cj, then we set respectively the integral modulus of continuity and the generalized integral modulus of continuity of /(M(z) on Cy. The integral modulus of continuity o)p(5;/<*)) =cop(8) and the generalized integral modulus of continuity w*(5 ;/(t)) = co*(5) of f-k)(z) on C are then defined to be respectively the maximum of «"■(«) and co*(3), 1 SjSX. li wp(b) SMb", 0<a<l, or co*(b) SMb, then /<*>(*) satisfies respectively an integrated Lipschitz condition or an integrated Zygmund condition on C. These integral moduli have significance even if the function f(e'e) is defined only for the real variable 6. In this case/(ei8) =F (6) is said to belong to the Hardy and Littlewood class Lip (a, p) or the Zygmund class Ap.
We shall deal chiefly with functions which belong to the classes H(k, a, p), 0 <a < 1, or Z(k, p) on an analytic Jordan curve C. The classes are defined as follows. Let f(z) be analytic interior to C and let f{h)(z) be of class Hp on C. If uP(b; fik))SMba, 0<a<l, then f(z) belongs to the class H(k, a, p) on C. If u>*(b; f-k)) S Mb, then f(z) belongs to the class Z(k, p) on C. If k = 0, we write /(z)=/<°>(z). If/(z) belongs to the class H(k, a, p) or Z(k, p) on C and k^l, then/'(z) belongs respectively to H(k -1, a, p) or Z(k -1, p) on C; if ft^O, the indefinite integral of f(z) belongs (Theorem C below) respectively to H(k + i, a, p) or Z(k + 1, p) on C.
If p = oo , the function f(z) is said to belong to the class H(k, a, oo) or Z(k, °o) if f(z) is analytic interior to C and continuous on C, if f-k)(z) = F(s) exists on C in the one-dimensional sense, and if F(s) satisfies the respective conditions \F(s+h)-F(s)\SM\h\», 0<a<l, or \F(s+h) + F(s-h)-2F(s)\SM\h\.
If ft = 0, the classes iF(0, a, oo) and Z(0, oo) are denoted by H(a) and Z respectively. If k = 0, and f(ei9) is a continuous function of the real variable (1.2) | P"(z)| S L'Ln1'", zonC;
(1.3) |J |P"(_)|"|__| j P=L'Ln;
in these inequalities L' is independent of re and z but depends on p and C; in inequality (1.1), L' also depends on Cr. Inequality (1.1) is valid if C is a finite number of mutually exterior analytic Jordan curves. If C is an analytic Jordan curve containing the origin in its interior and if Pn(z, 1/z) is a polynomial in z and 1/z of degree n for which fc\Pn(z, l/z)|p|_z| SLP, then
where A is the region bounded by |<p(z)\ =R and \ Q,(z)\ = 1/R;in this inequality L' is independent of re and z but depends on p, C and R.
Theorem A. A necessary and sufficient condition that a function F(6) periodic of period 2ir can be uniformly approximated in the mean of order p by trigonometric polynomials Tn(6) of respective orders n with the degree of approximation l/nk+a, 0<a^l, is that Fik)(6) belong to Lip(a, p) if 0<a<l and to Ap if a=l.
Preliminary results. The main conclusions of the paper require several preliminary theorems in addition to those already stated. Lemma 2. Let the function w=f(z) analytic on y: \z\ =1 transform y onto y': \w\ =1 one-to-one and so that f'(z) 9^0 on y. Then an annulus A containing y is transformed conformally and one-to-one onto an annulus A' containing y'. [August If the conclusion is false, for re sufficiently large the annulus An: 1 -1/n <\z\ <l + l/w within which/(z) is analytic contains two distinct points an and (3" whose images are identical: /(«") =/(/3"). A subsequence a"t of the points an approaches a limt ao, necessarily on y, and a subsequence of the points /3n4 approaches a limit /30, necessarily on y. Then if ao^p^o we have /(«n*)=/(/3IU),/(ao)=/(/3o); if a0 = |8o we have/'(«o) =0; in any case we have reached a conclusion contrary to the hypothesis on/(z).
Theorem
B. Let the function c&(0) have period 2ir and let cp^k)(0) be of class Lip(a, p) in 6; let 8(6X) be a transformation analytic for all 6 and one-to-one, with Bi(B)^0, and 0(01 + 27r)=0(0i)+27r. Then dhcp[d(6x)}/d6\ is of class Lip (a, p) in 9X.
We interpret the range -oo <0< + oo ony: z = eie. From the hypothesis on c/>(0) it follows that there exist trigonometric polynomials of respective degrees n, namely polynomials p"(z, 1/z) of respective degrees re in z and 1/z, such that
The functions p"(z, 1/z) then satisfy the inequality
(2) f \pn(z,l/z)\"\dz\ SLl, J y and by Lemma 1, the inequality
where A is the annulus whose existence is asserted in Lemma 2, for the transformation of y onto y'\ w = eiHm. Denote by A' the image of A under this transformation. Then in the w-plane we may express (1) By the method of proof of Lemma 4, from the equation dkf(z)/ddk -zZi-iciz'fu)iz)< \z\ =li ci constants, it follows that the function f(eie) = F(0) belongs to H(k, a, p) or Z(k, p) on y. By Theorem A, trigonometric polynomials tn (6) where a, and b, are the Fourier coefficients of F(0) and dn,, are independent of F(0) but depend on k, that is, the polynomials tn(0) are formed by applying a particular method of summation to the Fourier sums for F(0). For z = e'e, we have tn(d)= 2~l"-odn,yCyZ", where 2cr = a, -ibv, hence tn(B) is a polynomial ir"(z) in z of degree re (i.e. of power series type) for which (6) holds.
Problem a. We denote by Problem a the study of the relation between continuity properties on C and degree of approximation on C, whereas we denote by Problem /3 the study of the relation between continuity properties on C" (interior to which f(z) is supposed analytic) and degree of approximation to f(z) on C. Our main results follow.
1. Let C consist of a finite number X of mutually exterior analytic Jordan curves Cj. If f(z) belongs to H(k, a, p) [0 <a < 1 ] or to Z(k, p) [a = 1 ] on C, there exist polynomials ir"(z) in z of respective degrees re such that f \f(z)-irn(z)\»\dz\ S----0<aSl.
By Lemma 4, the functions f\xi(w)\ belong to H(k, a, p) or to Z(k, p) on y when f(z) belongs to the corresponding class on C. By Theorem D there exist polynomials irj,n(w) in w of degree n such that If &>1, inequalities (11) and (12) and repetition of the above arguments imply the existence of/(4)(z) of class 77p on C.
If k^O, if ap>l, inequality (8) implies [Sewell, 1, Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.2.2] that/<*>(_) is of class H(a-l/p) on C and that (9) is valid.
We outline the proof that/(*'(z) belongs to Z(0, p) it a= 1. The proof that /<*)(z) belongs to 77 ( and by the argument used above, /[x(w)] belongs to 77( -2, a, p) on 7. If k is any negative integer, repetition of the above argument gives the desired result.
In defining the class Z(k, p) on 7 when k is any integer we first define the class Z( -2,p) as the class of functionsf (z) for which Mp[f(reie)] S M(l -r)_1, r<l. We then define the class Z(k, p), k^-2, by using the class Z( -2, p) as fundamental; the class Z(q -2, p), q>0, is the class of gth iterated integrals of functions of class Z( -2, p); the class Z(q -2, p),q<0, is the class of gth derivatives of functions of class Z( -2, p). The new definition has a natural basis in the results (b) and (c) above and in the following theorem, see Zygmund [l, Theorem 13] : A necessary and sufficient condition that a function f(z) analytic interior to 7 of be class Z(0, p) on 7 is that Mp[f"(reie)] S M(l -r)_1, r<l. Thus for each p we have on both 7 and C a sequence of classes • • • , Z(-3, p), Z(-2, p), Z(-l, p), Z(0, p), Z(l, p), ■ ■ ■ ; the derivative and integral of a function of any class belong respectively to the next lower and next higher class. The class Z(q -2, p), g^ 2, is identical with the class Z(k, p) previously defined for k = q -2^0. The class Z(k, p) is invariant under conformal mapping of the interior of 7 onto itself. The proof is similar to the proof given above for the invariance of the class H(k, a, p) under conformal mapping.
If C consists of a finite number of mutually exterior analytic Jordan curves, a function/(z) belongs to the class 77(jfe, a, p) or Z(k, p) on C if f(z) belongs to the respective class H(k, a, p) or Z(k, p) on each component of C. [August The new classification H(k, a, p) and Z(k, p) for all integers ft is especially suited to the study of Problem /3, for it enables us to consider the relation between degree of approximation on C and integral asymptotic conditions on C" as well as the relation between degree of approximation on C and integrated Lipschitz and Zygmund conditions on Cp. Differentiating -ft times with respect to z, we use a method of proof of Walsh and Sewell [2, Theorem 7.9 ], Holder's inequality, and inequality [2, Theorem 10.5] in the special case 0<a<l, p = 2, and Cp the unit circle. In the direction of a converse to Theorem 3 we state the following theorem which has been established by Walsh and Sewell [2, p. 249] Theorem 2 applies to complete the proof. It is worthy of note that Theorem 2 is a consequence of Theorem 4, for if /n(z) is a polynomial of degree re in z, inequality (18) is a consequence of (19) by Lemma 1.
Best approximation. For polynomials and bounded analytic functions of best approximation in the sense of least pth powers we state Theorems 5 and 6.
Theorem 5. Let C be an analytic Jordan curve and letf(z) belong to H(k, a, p) [0 <a < 1 ] or Z(k, p) [a = 1 ] ore Cp for any integer k. If q"(z) is the polynomial in z of degree re such that p' = /c|/(z) -qn(z) | p| dz\ is least, then we have Inequality (a) follows from Theorem 3 and the definition of g"(z); inequality (b) from Theorem 3 and a theorem of Jackson [2, p. 856] ; inequalities (c) and (d) follow from (a) and Theorem 3*.
6. If C and D (bounded) are defined as in Theorem 4, if f(z) is of class IIP on C, if for each M>0 the function Fm(z) is the (or a) function analytic and of modulus not greater than M in D of best approximation to f(z) on C in the sense that uvm = Jc\f(z) -FM(z)\p\dz\ is least, then a necessary and sufficient condition that f(z) belong to H(k, a, p) [0<a<l] or to Z(k, p) [a=l] on C is that pL1M~k+a) log M be bounded as M becomes infinite.
The sufficiency of the condition follows from Theorem 4. The necessity of the condition follows from Theorem 1, for if the/"(z) are polynomials of respective degrees re, (18) is a consequence of (19) by virtue of Lemma 1, in an arbitrary bounded region D containing C.
Extensions. The direct theorems which we have proved under the assumption that/(z) belongs to H(k, a, p), k^O, are likewise true if a is replaced by unity, that is, if f(k)(z) satisfies an integrated Lipschitz condition with a= 1; theorems in the converse direction are not valid it <x = l.
Our theorems may also be extended to include approximation by polynomials of degree re in z and 1/z where the function approximated need not be analytic throughout the interior of C. We conclude by stating two results involving such polynomials, analogous to theorems proved by Walsh [5,  Theorem l] and Walsh and Elliott [2, Theorem l].
Theorem 7. If C is an analytic Jordan curve containing the origin in its interior, a necessary and sufficient condition that /(W(z) exist and satisfy an integrated Lipschitz (0 <a < 1) or Zygmund (a = 1) condition of exponent p on C is that polynomials Pn(z, 1/z) of degree ninz and 1/z exist such that r i iii m \f(z)-Pn(z,l/z)\p\dz\ =---> 0<aSl.
J q n(k+a)p Theorem 8. If C is an analytic Jordan curve which lies in a region D and if functions fn(z) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4, then f(k)(z) exists on C and satisfies there an integrated Lipschitz (0<"<1) or Zygmund (a=l) condition of exponent p.
The converse of Theorem 8 is contained in Theorem 7 provided there exist points exterior to the given region D both interior and exterior to C; compare Lemma 1.
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